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Greg’s Updates
ACA1221 Accelerator and memory upgrade board.
When you buy the ACA1221 Accelerator upgrade board for the Amiga
1200 (and other models) from
Amigakit.com they say on the website to paraphrase:
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“Commodore and Escom have made
all kinds of mistakes when assembling A1200 motherboards. Internal
memos from Commodore are available that clearly say to remove capacitors E123C and E125C for any
version of the Budgie chip, yet, you
can find lots of boards out there that
have these capacitors assembled.
Less often, but at least as severe,
some boards have capacitors E121C
and E122C assembled. This will
harm the quality of the 14MHz
board clock to a degree where most
accelerators (not just ours!) become
unstable.”

“ACA1221 is an accelerator for the
A1200 computer. It is also compatible with the ACA500 and
ACA500plus. Key features are:
● processor: MC68020-16
● two clock ports
That information can be found at
● 9 MBytes 32-bit fast RAM (ex- the link below. Hey, the more you
pandable to 63MByte)
know… ;)
● Maprom option
● variable clock speed.”
http://wiki.icomp.de/wiki/ACA12
21#manual
However it is not specific exactly
HOW to activate these features. I
wrote Amigakit on December 6th Changes with the AmigaVibes
and thought they did not write Podcast
back, but their response the next
day on the December 7th just got I am a huge fan of music. We used
lost in the catacombs of my e-mail to say the Atari ST had the music
box. :)
scene and Amiga had the graphics
scene, but listening to the Ami“Hi,
gaVibes podcast I can see the AmiYou
need
to
go
to ga has quite a scene, especially at
http://wiki.icomp.de/wiki/ACA12
the time I write this.
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It explains everything there.”
So I’ve done reviews of the podcast,
trying to at least give you, the readTrue, there is a lot of good informa- er, the knowledge that a new podtion on there and links to utilities in cast was released and to check it
LZH compression on how to unlock out, and even give pointers of
a lot of the features. However, there which music I thought was good
is one nugget of knowledge that and where the music starts in the
would be good to know for all mod- program. Sadly on the track lists of
el 1200 owners:
the podcasts online they say how

Dallas
long the tracks are but not when
they start. Shame! :P
So just know if you were subscribed to iTunes something
changed after episode 49. I stopped
getting new episodes when I reset
my iTunes list. Today I went to the
iTunes store and clicked subscribe
again. Next to my previous downloads (where episodes 20 through
49 were visible) was a new list
where all 54 episodes were listed,
including a new one a few days ago
called “Amiga Vibes / Amiga Playground” which seems to be a special episode with retro tracks. So
far I have not found a track list online for the special episode. So…
moral of this story: go to iTunes
and subscribe.
Also, Amiga Vibes as a Internet radio station... once again. :D
“Radio Amiga Vibes
The radio is functional again !! A big
thanks to Amitoo for his help!
Many had asked for it, in addition to
our podcasts, here is now the radio
Amiga Vibes. If you want to listen to
it simply click the Radio link in the
menu.
If you wish to listen to our feed via
VLC, WinAmp or other here is the
address:
http://radio.amigavibes.org/
The radio will grow progressively
with more and more titles.
Enjoy demoscene music!”

That is all the news I have. See you all in February (and
send in your news and articles)
…by Greg Goodwin (Dr. Clu)

Podcast Reviews
Underneath the track names are my reviews of the
tracks. I’ve also added, before the track name, the start
time of where you can find the song in the podcast with
a bit more ease.
Podcast 53—Synchrony Flow Ahead
● 00:00 Jingle by JGG—AmigaVibes (0'26)
● 00:28 Psydrive—Animehaus / Red Sector Inc
(3'34)
**** Synth Cruising. Think Night Rider.
● 04:15 Cosmos (Rewired)—T-Ray (4'00)
**** Synth, very otherworldly sounding.
● 08:00 Underjord—Maskinpop (4'00)
***** Retro action tune… with vocals!!!
● 11:50 FLOW AHEAD—Uctumi / PVM (4'01)
***** Synth retro. Enjoyable.
● 15:52 The Washington Post is a Sh*tty Newspaper—Iron Curtain (2'17)
** And matching—this is a sh*tty song that sounds
like it was done on a Vic20.
● 18:10 Munsters—in7ruder / RBBS (0'41)
*** Synth—Munsters theme with a bass beat.
● 19:00 Same Old feat. Drew—Ethan / RBBS (4'00)
**** Good tune, vocals, timing could be a bit better,
but hey, liked it.
Duration: 22'41
Podcast 54—The Nordlicht Winter is Coming
● Jingle by JGG—AmigaVibes (0'26)
● 00:28 Undead Army of the Prick—jo (3'21)
*** Metal piece/Vocals.

● 03:40 Physical Presence Chiptune RMX—Jogeir
Liljedahl / Virgill (5'42)
**** Synth piece cruising type.
● 09:15 Aufschrei In Dir—KML (5'06)
*** Synth Dance type.
● 14:20 Endlich—neu (3'30)
*** Synth Techno confused.
● 17:45 Compress —bstrr / desire ^ focus design ^
dub (3'39)
*** Synth Dance/dub.
● 22:00 It’s full of cheese—aqu (4'41)
**** Synth Cruising
● 26:08 Grate & Slice (Nordlicht EDIT)—Puryx / TBC
^ DUB ^ Straf (3'34)
**** Synth/Sampling Dance/Dub (the background
track makes this one).
● 29:40 Booty Spankin’—tEiS / Spaceballs (4'04)
*** 1/2 Synth Cruising, more flute sounding.
● 33:40 Holy Fail—w & r (4'39)
*** Piano/Techno piece (liked it, but the noise effects
get grating after a bit).
● 38:00 Punishment & relief—prince / the obsessed
maniacs / TRSi (2'55)
***** Violin mood piece.
● 41:10 Kick it like it’s 1997—Hopper / SquoQuo
(4'17)
** Steady beat?
Duration: 45'10
Ratings:
Oh wow that was bad.
*
Well, they tried.
**
Creative at least.
***
Some good, mostly enjoyable.
****
Really liked that. Would love to hear that from
time to time.
***** Amazing, that is going in my regular listening
selection.
…by Greg Goodwin (Dr. Clu)

February Calendar
February 6 — MCCC Chapter Meeting
7:00 PM — Grand Prairie Airport
3116 S. Great Southwest Parkway, Grand Prairie

February 6 — Board of Director’s Meeting
Approximately 9:00 PM — Location TBD
February 27 — Newsletter Deadline — 8:00 AM
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